
Characters D6 / Marlaa Jinara (Chadra Fan Junkyard Owner)

Name: Marlaa Jinara

Species: Chadra-Fan

Gender: Female

Hair color: Brown and gray

Eye color: Black

Move: 10

Dexterity: 2D+2

           Blaster: 3D+2

           Brawling Parry: 4D

           Dodge: 4D+1

Perception: 3D

           Bargain: 5D

           Persuasion: 4D+2

           Search: 4D+1

Knowledge: 2D

           Bureaucracy: 3D

           Business: 4D+1

           Streetwise: 5D

           Survival: 4D

Strength: 2D+1

           Brawling: 4D

           Climbing/Jumping: 3D

           Stamina: 3D+2

           Lifting: 4D

Mechanical: 2D

           Repulsorlift Operation: 4D

Technical: 2D+2

           Art & Design: 4D+2

           Droid Programming/Repair: 3D+2

           Machinery Repair: 5D

           Repulsorlift Repair: 4D+2

           Security: 3D+2

           Space Transport Repair: 4D

Special Abilities:

        Sight: The Chadra-Fan have the ability to see in the infrared and ultraviolet ranges, allowing them to

see in all conditions short of absolute darkness.

        Smell: The Chadra-Fan have extremely sensitive smelling which gives them a +2D bonus to their

search skill.



Story Factors:

        Tinkerers: Any mechanical device left within reach of a Chadra-Fan has the potential to be

disassembled and then reconstructed. However, it is not likely that the reconstructed device will have the

same function as the original. Most droids will develop a pathological fear of Chadra-Fan.

Equipment: 200 Credits, Street Clothes, Blaster Pistol (4D), Toolkit

Force Sensitive: No

Force Points: 2

Dark Side Points: 0

Character Points: 3

Description: Maarla Jinara was a Chadra-Fan female who owned a junkyard on the planet Tenoo. In 232

BBY, she enlisted the help of three Jedi younglings as well as the pilot Nash Durango to assist in

catching thieves who had been stealing her junk. They successfully recovered the stolen junk, though the

thieves had used it to assemble a large droid. Jinara welcomed the droid to her junkyard, and used it to

move heavy pieces of junk.

Biography

Uptown junk

Marlaa Jinara was a Chadra-Fan female junk dealer who lived on the planet Tenoo during the High

Republic Era. She ran a junkyard in the town of Kublop Springs on Tenoo that the pilot Nash Durango

frequented with his moms. In 232 BBY, pirates began stealing junk from the junkyard. During that time,

while Jinara was procuring a bowl of fruit from the eatery Hap's Sap Tap for her lunch, she dropped a

piece and tripped on it. As she hurried to pick it up and get back, the Jedi youngling Kai Brightstar picked

up one of the fruits and handed it to the Chadra-Fan. Durango, who was with the Jedi, introduced Jinara

to Brightstar and two other younglings, Lys Solay and Nubs. Jinara thanked them for their help but told

them she had to be off in order to avoid losing more to the thief, so the Jedi offered to assist her in

catching the criminal.

Jinara led them into the junkyard, admiring all of her junk and explaining to a confused Brightstar that

every piece of junk was special, for it could always be reused. She presented the junk-made statues and

chimes decorating her home as an example, by which the Jedi and Durango were impressed. The

Chadra-Fan then began fretting over the prospect of having to leave her junkyard because of the thief's

actions—Solay asked if she had any information on the thief, so Jinara explained that until that day, only

smaller pieces of junk had been stolen, but then the gears of her servo-lifter had disappeared, preventing

her from having a way to move large junk. Noticing a trail of oil, Solay beckoned the others to follow her.

Brightstar and Durango joined her, though Nubs stayed behind to help Jinara move heavy junk in lieu of

a servo-lifter. She began instructing him on in which piles to place each piece of junk.

After they had successfully found the pirates and recovered the junk, Brightstar, Solay, and Durango

returned to the junkyard, though the junk had been reassembled into a giant droid. Jinara walked over to



inspect the junk's new form and proclaimed that the droid was "beautiful," offering it a job in her junkyard

once she fixed up its broken arm. It accepted, and Jinara decided to name it "JG-1" as it was a junk giant

who was one of a kind. She welcomed it to its new home and thanked the kids for their help.

Figglesticks

Later, Durango packed up her starship, the Crimson Firehawk, which junk to bring to Jinara. When the

younglings and Durango were working with bounty hunter Ansen Strung to find a missing kibbin named

Figgles, their hunt led them to Jinara's junkyard. They asked the Chadra-Fan if she had seen the

creature, but she had not—though when Brightstar clarified what a kibbin was for her, she pointed out a

furry creature among empty cans of channelfish. It was indeed their target, but Strung was not careful

and scared it away, prompting the kibbin to scurry out of the junkyard.

Personality and traits

Marlaa Jinara enthusiastically loved junk, living among it and believing that every piece had a use. She

had brown fur all over, bar the top of her head, which had curly gray hair, and she had black eyes.

Skills and abilities

Jinara was able to repurpose junk to create impressive artwork. 
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